
SEBA for TA minutes 2019.10.14
Attendees

Julie
Hans
Tina
Ciprian
David

Agenda
Validation lab hardware config - status update
MBI2 target was today (criteria listed below)

Either LF CD or external validation lab identified and fully documented by the project 
Identify team working on features & testing code repo established and development has been progressed to a state of fully installable BP

Review and update SEBA blueprint proposal/slides (still reflects NC blueprint family)
Review dependency matrix
Review documentation on wiki

Preliminary documentation review scheduled for 10/18/19
Note: On 10/11/19 Documentation sub-committee call, I received feedback that it is acceptable for us to follow the format of REC Arch 
Doc instead of strictly following the approved template.  This will allow easier comparison of info across the TA blueprint family.  

Where reusing REC material, link to that material on wiki (instead of reproducing copy on our page)
Focus on highlighting the differences between REC and SEBA blueprints

Final documentation review scheduled for 11/15/19

Minutes
Validation lab hardware config - status update

David doing first pass in Atlanta lab (due to time constraints); work on NJ lab config will continue in parallel
expect will be able to get automated build (K8s, helm) of Telco Appliance after SW upgrade
will add SEBA on top over next few weeks

Update dependency matrix after David loads SW and confirms versions to use
During next 1 or 2 meetings: schedule review of Ciprian's email, need David and Zack on call for that discussion

From Ciprian Barbu (Enea) to Everyone:  09:43 AM
https://lists.akraino.org/g/blueprints/topic/seba_akraino_blueprints/34105677?p=,,,20,0,0,0::recentpostdate%2Fsticky,,,20,2,80,34105677
bug Ciprian addressing
merging change #1243 in IEC
discuss whether this testing infrastructure can cover SEBA on TA as well as on IEC

Future topic:  request status update on multi-architecture brigade in ONF, address when Zack can attend

https://lists.akraino.org/g/blueprints/topic/seba_akraino_blueprints/34105677?p=,,,20,0,0,0::recentpostdate%2Fsticky,,,20,2,80,34105677
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